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JOKER TRIKE
The company specializes in the development and production of sport flying equipment, such as two-seater motor
hangers, single-seater motor hangers, but most importantly an absolute novelty on the market - the JOKER whirlpool.
JokerTRIKE products are equipped with an installed combined digital device for indication of flight parameters and engine
operation, radio station, intercom, navigation device and rescue system PHANTOM 450. NISUS - a personal aircraft
combining recreational and professional flying. A means of transport that represent, speed, safety and comfort, plus
unlimited adventure. www.jokertrike.sk

NG AVIATION
NG Aviation takes digitization of the aeronautical information to the next level. Allowing all relevant stakeholders to
communicate in a common language and common data format while supporting a single source of truth, gives digital
transition of the civil and military aviation information management and exchange a whole new meaning. Reflecting on
the expectations of the 21 st century, NG Aviation increases the value of aeronautical information by guaranteeing data
quality and its reliability. NG Aviation pushes the boundaries of current data use practices and uncovers new horizons
and capabilities fueled by digital aeronautical data, providing tangible benefits to real operations of all data consumers.
The company transforms the way aeronautical information is managed and shared among all critical stakeholders to
improve information flow, optimize ineffective processes, give organizations the necessary tools to comply with the latest
regulations. It uses the information to organizational benefit and most importantly increases aviation safety.
www.ngaviation.eu

TOMARKAERO
For many years, TOMARK, s.r.o. has been operating successfully in the demanding and highly competitive environment
of the mechanical engineering industry; it specialises in manufacturing in particular for the automotive and aviation
industries. In TomarkAero division, specialised in aviation, the company is involved in the manufacture of the all-metal
two-seater sports aircraft Viper SD4 and Skyper GT9. An exclusive two-seater sports plane of the ultralight and LSA
type, ideal for recreational flying but also a speedy way of arriving at business meetings. A luxurious and sports-oriented
version with sophisticated details. The impressive design solution offers comfortable flight characteristics and generous
benevolence to experienced and novice pilots. First-class design, excellent avionic equipment, state-of-the-art carbon cab
with panoramic views, comfortable leather seats, pioneering decisions, original solutions. This is how uniqueness tastes.
www.tomarkaero.com

AEROPRO
Aeropro is a European company, which is a leader of microlight and light sport aircraft manufactures in Europe with a
global range. Aeropro was founded in the year 1990 to produce microlight aeroplanes. During its 30-year existence, the
company maintains the status of a small family company with 25 employees. The company places a great emphasis on
the expertise and manual skill of all employees. At present time, the company produces 25-30 EuroFOX aeroplanes per
year. In total, Aeropro has produced more than 600 EuroFOX aeroplanes flying around the world.
www.aeropro.sk
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IBROSS
The principal activity of the Company are Air Traffic Control upgrading projects, especially for airports and heliports.
Company supply turnkey services including system design, system integration, system delivery, etc. Company production
is focused for ACT software, Mobile ATC systems, specialized ATC 24/7 furniture. In cooperation with reputable partners
from European ATC industry. Complete range of ATC components and ATC systems is delivered, including surveillance
systems, ground to air voice communication, airport video and remoter towers. iBross team is created by experienced
IT experts from Air Traffic Control industry, having more than 30 years of references track in design, manufacture and
delivery of ATC systems, Air C2 systems, Civil-Military coordination. www.ibross.aero

TECHNISERV
TECHNISERV, s.r.o. is a leader in airport technologies and integration of aeronautical ground equipment in the region of
Central Europe for more than 20 years. Company is engaged in the construction and modernization of civil and military
airports and heliports, which supply with the newest technologies and equipment such as radio communication and
radio navigation equipment, lighting navigation systems, centralized management and control systems etc. TECHNISERV
is committed to maintaining the highest ethical standards and business practices. With a comprehensive portfolio,
extensive capabilities and broad expertise, they are delivering integrated and tailor made solutions to meet the demands
the clients. www.heliports.eu

UNIZA
The Air Transport Department (ATD) at the University of Žilina is an internationally recognized centre of academic
education, research, and training in civil aviation. ATD provides accredited study programmes in three-tier course
structure of university education and professional pilot training up to the CPL/IR/MEP(A) level and theory up to the
frozen ATPL level. ATD also bases the National Civil Aviation Security Training Centre of the Slovak Republic, which runs
basic aviation security courses for a wide range of aviation personnel. ATD is Airports Council International recognized
educational institution and a member of the European Aeronautical Science Network and the core areas of its research
and consulting activities include Air Traffic Management, Communication, Navigation and Surveillance, Airport capacity
and operational assessments, Meteorology and weather hazards, Airline operations and economics, Human Factors and
Safety of general aviation. The ATD has been a contractor in more than 740 projects, studies and expertise in the field of
aviation since 1960., including a number of CNS/ATM EU Framework Programme projects, airport design and operations
projects, as well as several EU structural funds projects. www.kld.uniza.sk
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